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Introduction

Our lab’s perspective is:

An awful lot of  genomic and metagenomic data is available, 
and more keeps on coming!

We need powerful exploratory approaches for examining 
this data, especially at strain-level resolution.

These approaches should work with public and private data, 
run efficiently, and enable a wide variety of  analyses.

Importantly, they should not require de-replication or 
removal of  pangenomic redundancy.



Caveats and considerations

I’ll be mostly talking about our lab’s software, “sourmash”.

In part this is because I like it a lot!

But, just as (more?) importantly, it is one example of  the kind 
of  modern analysis approaches that are increasingly 
available. Plan accordingly!

E.g. software that uses similar approaches: mash, skani

Buzzwords: “massively scalable”, “exploratory”, “real time”
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“multitool” for searching, comparing, and 
analyzing genomic & metagenomic data sets.

Open source software (BSD license)
Maintained, tested, and documented.

Developed “in the open” as well.



General approach: sequence comparisons with k-
mer sets
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Jaccard similarity between B & C: 0.237



A k-mer based approach is 
convenient

Assembly-independent: everything works with or without 
good assemblies.

This is particularly important for metagenomes!

But this also enables mixture analysis for e.g. contaminants.

Lightweight: new developments in sketching over the last 
decade have significantly accelerated the computation.

Highly sensitive and specific.



Cluster Escherichia by ANI

k=21



Reveal finer clade structure with Jaccard 
comparisons.

k=21



Extract clusters

k=21, cut=0.8



Examine cluster details
(pangenomic content overlap)

k=21



Work at (much) large scales.

1000 Escherichia, k=21

MDS plot



Examine pangenomic structure
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Sourmash works with public and 
private collections  of  genomes.

There is no requirement for specific accessions, identifiers, 
etc.

We also support multiple taxonomies, including NCBI and 
GTDB.

We provide GTDB and Genbank indices.

All of  the sourmash commands support “n+1” mode where 
databases can be augmented by new genomes without 
rebuilding indices.



Sourmash also supports a kind 
of  “differential privacy”.

Our sketching technique is lossy and irreversible, so sourmash 
databases can be made available for pre-publication and/or 
private data sets.

This enables genomic search of  private or unpublished 
culture collections without disclosure of  full sequence; can 
tune resolution as desired. & includes metagenomics.

(May also help with Nagoya Protocol issues?)

Federated search is also possible, although not yet mature.

I’d love to talk more about the challenges and 
opportunities here!!



Real-time search on the Web

http://greyhound.sourmash.bio/



Real-time classification/search online using the 
sourmash library.



Metagenomics

My core research interest is in applying these techniques to 
shotgun metagenomes.

Metagenomes are rich & diverse, and hence much larger and 
more computationally challenging than microbial genome 
samples.

We face many exciting challenges here!
Reference databases are extremely large;
We want strain-resolved analyses of  metagenomes based on all 
available genomes;
Typically metagenomes do not closely match reference 
genomes.



Basic compositional analysis of  a 
human gut metagenome, CD 136

https://ngs-docs.github.io/2024-pig-paradigm-workshop/single-metagenomes-taxonomy/

Note: this cannot be 
done with MinHash, 

which only permits 
Jaccard, not overlap.



=> Exhaustive decomposition 
of  metagenomes

Can use any combination of  public or private genomes.



=> Taxonomic analysis

sourmash gather => sourmash tax

”Free taxonomy” approach – use NCBI, GTDB, LINS, ICTV, ??



Mapping metagenome reads to genomes closely matches 
k-mer estimates.

Irber et al., bioRxiv; 
10.1101/2022.01.11.475838v2



Illumina PacBio HiFi Oxford Nanopore (R10.3, Q20)

sourmash performs very well for species-level 
taxonomic assignment.

Illumina PacBio ONT

Portik et al., 2022



+Suzanne Fleischmann & Adam Rivers
https://branchwater.jgi.doe.gov/

Where in the world is my genome??
(real-time search of  1m+ public metagenomes)

SAR11



Concluding thoughts

Sourmash is a k-mer multitool that supports a wide variety of  
basic k-mer analyses for assembled and unassembled data.

Initially designed for metagenomics, but turns out to be 
useful beyond microbial data sets.

Ability to scale ~1000x provides some interesting 
opportunities, too!

As our data sets continue to grow, rapid and reliable 
approaches for exploring them are increasingly valuable!



Thanks for listening!

Please contact me at ctbrown@ucdavis.edu!

mailto:ctbrown@ucdavis.edu
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We take a k-mer-based 
approach:
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Work by Tessa Pierce-Ward, David Koslicki, and Mahmud Rahman.
Rahman Hera et al., 2022, 
https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.01.11.475870Estimating the average containment to ANI relationship for k = 31

K-mer containment can be converted to/from Average 
Nucleotide Identity.

K-mer containment is something we 
can calculate with our tool quickly and 
easily from unassembled sequence data.

Average Nucleotide Identity can 
usually only be calculated from 
assemblies.

But we can convert between alignment 
free and alignment-based measures!



Genome comparisons with k-
mer sets
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Jaccard similarity between B & C: 0.237



Genome comparisons with k-mer 
sketches (compressed)
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Estimated Jaccard similarity between B & C: 0.228 (vs 0.237)



Scaled MinHash -
10,000 - 1,000,000
compression

A
B

C’

C?

?

?

?

MinHash “fingerprint”
Shotgun metagenome data

https://f1000research.com/articles/8-1006

Alternatively ;) -

FracMinHash “shrinks” k-mer collections 
while still permitting many analyses.

https://f1000research.com/articles/8-1006


FracMinHash dramatically decreases 
data set size while still allowing search 

& comparisons
A compression factor of  1000 is pretty good and brings even 
large metagenomic data sets into “laptop” range!

You can do many operations on the sketches w/o looking at 
to original data

1.1m Genbank Bacterial genomes => 37 GB of  sketches.

Searching for matches to a genome against 60k bacterial 
genomes takes about 5 seconds and 139 MB of  RAM.

85205 x 85205 (7.26 billion) comparisons in < 4 hours with 
16 threads (and 4.42 GB RAM).
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Features of  FracMinHash

Tunable: adjust H/s (fraction of  k-mers kept).

A s=scaled factor of  1000 => 1000-fold compression

Can repeatedly downsample sketch to smaller fractions.

Streaming compatible – no k-mer is every removed.

Can take unions, intersections, and subtractions.

Multiplicity (abundance) of  k-mers can also be tracked.
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Irber et al., bioRxiv; 
10.1101/2022.01.11.475838v2



And then we added a nice front-end…

http://branchwater.sourmash.bio/

Suzanne Fleischmann (USDA), Tessa Pierce-Ward (UCD), Adam 
Rivers (USDA)

(Interactive demo if  we have time!)

http://branchwater.sourmash.bio/


What data is being searched with 
branchwater?

Approximately 1m public data sets 
of  type “metagenome” in the NCBI 

Sequence Read Archive.

We are searching unassembled data, 
so major biases will be sequencing 
and PCR biases, as well as limited 

depth of  sequencing, but not limited 
by bioinformatics processing or 

known references.

All sketches together are > 10 TB.

This is a lossy compressed  
representation of  500 trillion 

distinct 31-mers across all 
metagenomes.

It represents 15-20 petabytes of  
original data.



What data is being searched with 
branchwater?

Nov 2022 breakdown ~800,000 
public data sets of  type 

“metagenome” in the NCBI 
Sequence Read Archive.

We are searching unassembled data, 
so major biases will be sequencing 
and PCR biases, as well as limited 

depth of  sequencing, but not limited 
by bioinformatics processing or 

known references.



Where in the World are Antarctic Cyanobacteria?
(potential sampling locations!)

Microcoleus: many environments (>30% containment)

      Phormidium: harsh environments (>10% containment)

      Pseudanabaena: cold environments (>10% containment)

      Leptolyngbya: Vanda and Fryxell (>10% containment)

       Neosynechococcus: Vanda and Fryxell (>10% 
containment)

Lumian et al., 2024

Vignette:



What’s a legitimate match?
Mapping-based validation confirms branchwater is high specificity.

Genome matches

% genome mapped 
to is “detection”  - 
how much of  
unweighted genome 
is in the sample?

Effective coverage is 
weighted abundance 
of  detected genome.

Lumian et al., 2024
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Large scale sequence comparison (dog)
(Mo Abuelanin)

100x faster, 100x less RAM, 7000x less disk space than 
alignment based techniques.

Vignette: the “Snipe” project.



Most species have significant strain variation.

McInerny et al., DOI: 10.1038/nmicrobiol.2017.40

Pangenomics and pan-meta-genomics


